Abstract
Life insurance companies and pension funds have liabili es on their books with very long-dated
maturi es. Most people start at age , expected to live to age , and at he longest living to age
.
Hence, life business facing contractual obliga ons that can easily last years, and some mes even
or years into the future. To give a feel for the size of the problem: for life-insurance and pension
products roughly a por on of % of the NPV of the cash-ﬂows is located in the ``tail'' of + years.
While most of these very long-dated contracts are not tradable, the supervisor's requirement for
``Market-Consistent'' valua on makes the pricing and risk-management of such liabili es very
important. To obtain the market-consistent price, we combine the hedgeable ﬁnancial risk with an
unhedgeable insurance risk in the market and we price the general payoﬀ that depends on both risks,
using a pricing procedure called ``Two-step market evalua on''. The valua on process of the por olio
will be implicitly consist of the no-arbitrage price of the pure ﬁnancial risk, value of the par ally
hedged insurance risk due to its correla on with ﬁnancial risk, and ﬁnally the value of pure insurance
risk via well-known actuarial premium principles. We implement two-step valua on together with
backward itera on method to simultaneously achieve Time-Consistency property of the price.

. Introduc on
Life insurance companies and pension funds have liabili es on their books with very long-dated
maturi es. Most people start saving for their pension from age , and people are expected to live to
age , with the longest people living to age
. Hence, pension funds and life insurance companies
are facing contractual obliga ons that can last easily last years, and some mes even or years
into the future. The valua on and risk-management of these very long-dated contracts is therefore an
important problem. To give a feel for the size of the problem: for life-insurance and pension products
roughly a por on of % of the NPV of the cash-ﬂows is located in the "tail" of + years. While most
of these very long-dated contracts are not tradable, Solvency II requirements to ``Market-Consistent''
valua on of them makes the pricing and risk-management of such liabili es very important.
Usually actuarial pricing (by premium principles as the price operators) ignore the mechanism of
the ﬁnancial markets and hedging strategies, while the classical ﬁnancial pricing typically ignores
unhedgeable risks available in the payoﬀ or por olio. On the other hand, the actuarial pricing
methods usually valuate the risk in a ``sta c'' way by a one-period pricing procedure ignoring the
mid- me evolu on of the insurance risk drivers. But then, ﬁnancial pricing operates in a ``dynamic''
way to take the evolu on of the risk over me to maturity, into account. This is needed to capture the
``path-dependent'' nature of the payoﬀ in wide range of the traded ﬁnancial contracts. By the
market-consistent actuarial valua on, we integrate the ﬁnancial and actuarial pricing methods while
the setup allows us to consider both hedgeable and unhedgeable risks including their interac ons,
and price a combined payoﬀ in a dynamic way.
We inves gate what happens to the pricing formula when we consider an environment where we
have both ﬁnancial risk that can be traded and hedged in a market, and unhedgeable insurance risk.
This connects us to the literature in which the risk measures/valua ons in a so called
market-consistent se ng are studied. This started by the pricing of contracts in an incomplete market
se ng, where one seeks to extend the arbitrage-free pricing operators (which are only deﬁned in a
complete market se ng) to the larger space of (par ally) unhedgeable contracts. The paper by
Hodges and Neuberger [ ] is o en cited as the root-idea of the u lity-indiﬀerence pricing literature
men oned above. A related branch of literature extends the arbitrage-free pricing operators using
(local) risk-minimiza on techniques and the related no on of minimal mar ngale measures, see
Föllmer and Schweizer [ ], Schweizer [ ], and Delbaen and Schachermayer [ ]. A rich duality theory
has been developed that makes deep connec ons between u lity maximiza on and minimiza on
over mar ngale measures, see Cvitanic and Karatzas [ ], Kramkov and Schachermayer [ ], for a very
elegant summary we refer to Rogers [ ].
Using u lity-indiﬀerence (and duality) methods, the market-consistency of pricing operators is
automa cally induced. However, an explicit formal deﬁni on of market-consistent pricing operators
has only begun to emerge recently, see Kupper et al. [ ] and Malamud et al. [ ].
To implement the market-consistent valua on, Pelsser and Stadje [ ] introduced a method called
``Two-step Market Evalua on'' with an axioma c characteriza on for that including ``market local
property''. The importance of the study was that, in light of some theore cal results and under
certain assump ons (which are normally available for the standard actuarial premium principles),
they proved that the two-step market evalua on can turn any condi onal valua on operator into a
market-consistent version. In general what two-step evalua on does is as follow:
• First step: Condi oning the general payoﬀ/posi on on the ﬁnancial risk driver and apply the
actuarial pricing operator, which turns the payoﬀ into a func on of only ﬁnancial risk and by the
structure perfectly hedgeable,
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• Second step: Applying condi onal expecta on under the unique equivalent mar ngale
measure Q which reﬂects the no-arbitrage argument for the hedgeable part of the general
posi on.
Before this, a fundamentally similar evalua on was used by Møller [ ] to valuate a standard
devia on actuarial principle. Musiela and Zariphopoulou [ ] also used a similar method to calculate
the indiﬀerence premium via exponen al u lity func on in incomplete market by ﬁrst condi oning
the premium on ﬁnancial trading.
Insurance companies and pension funds need to revaluate their liabili es and assets in a certain
periods for diﬀerent reasons such as asset liability management and supervision purposes. The
importance of the problem is higher when the insurance company have very long dated liabili es such
as annui es and pension products in their por olio. Hence, the pricing method should be adjusted so
that such a revalua on process is taken into account. Although the real revalua on of the liabili es
and future payoﬀs takes place in a forward way, the compa ble pricing method can react to that in a
backward way star ng from maturity me. So essen ally we need to price the payoﬀs and contracts
by revalua ng the value of the payoﬀ in the middle mes in a backward way and reach the price at
present me. Pricing under this criterion is called in the literature ``Time-Consistent'' valua on which
requires a dynamic se ng for price operators. Pelsser and Stadje [ ] also showed that, under certain
assump ons, by use of Time-consistency property, market-consistency and market local property also
hold in a dynamic se ng. Time-consistency implies that the value order of diﬀerent posi ons
measured via a dynamic price operator in the future me t is consistent with their order at any me
prior s < t. Construc on of the me-consistent risk measures have been under inves ga on recently
by a number of researchers. See Cheridito et al. [ ], Rosazza Gianin [ ], Artzner et al. [ ] for general
ideas about dynamic risk measures and Peng [ ], Fri elli and Gianin [ ], Maccheroni et al. [ ],
Bion-Nadal [ ] and Barrieu and El Karoui [ ] for me-consistency in con nuous- me.
More speciﬁcally Jobert and Rogers [ ] showed that me-consistent price operators can be
constructed via a backward itera on procedure to s ck shorter one-period sta c price operators
together to ﬁnd the price over a longer period. In a recent work, Pelsser and Salahnejhad [ ] used
Jobert and Rogers [ ]'s method to ﬁnd the con nuous- me limit of the well-known actuarial
premium principles under me-consistent se ng. In addi on, Pelsser and Stadje [ ] proved that, for
ﬁnitely many stopping mes τ ∈ [0, T ] of the underlying insurance process, me-consistency and
market-consistency implies that every evalua ons (including actuarial premium principles) have to
admit a representa on of the two-step market evalua on. Note that the result is stable even when
the insurance process follows a jump diﬀusion process, and jumps happen only at ﬁnitely many
predictable mes.
The main contribu on of this paper is twofold. First, we provide an easy implementa on of the
two-step valua on method. Second, we apply this implementa on to price a stylized pension /
insurance contract. We show to prac oners that the methods outlined to calculate the
market-consistent value are easy to implement for prac cal problems, such as pension and insurance
liabili es. We ﬁrst apply the method in a one-period valua on se ng and give some insights about
how the market-consistent price is diﬀerent than the usual one. This will be done via both analy cal
and numerical representa on of the price for a simple product. We will then turn to a mul -period
valua on and use a dynamic se ng with use of the me-consistent actuarial premium principles and
we will, in prac ce, employ the two-step market evalua on in a backward itera on procedure.
We work with two main product that have enough ﬂexibility to present a realis c picture of the
method. We start with a simple unit-linked contract without guarantee and apply the two-step
actuarial valua on in one-period and mul -period se ng. We also provide a numerical scheme to

construct the two-step actuarial valua on with dependent ﬁnancial and actuarial risks. We also
provide the valua on method for a typical simple pension contract discussed by Grosen and
Jorgensen [ ] that comes with some numerical results for its valua on in mul -period se ng.
Both contracts have two main risk drivers; market valua of the assets/equity as the ﬁnancial risk
and longevity risk of an individual or a cohort entered in the contract as the actuarial risk. The market
value of the asset or equity is modeled by a geometric Brownian Mo on (GBM) to be priced in a
complete market with no-arbitrage argument. The longevity risk is modeled via the famous
Lee-Carter model introduced by Lee and Carter [ ]. Both models are constructed in a diﬀusion
se ng without jump.
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. Market-Consistent Valua on
This sec on provides a general framework for market-consistent valua on of life insurance and
pension liabili es. We consider a class of contracts whose payoﬀs are con ngent on hedgeable
ﬁnancial risk and unhedgeable (or par ally hedgeable) longevity risk. We ﬁrst introduce the
appropriate market-consistent valua on operator in a one-period se ng and then we develop the
framework to a mul -period se ng where we construct the operator based on the me-consistency
property.
. . Setup and Assump on
We consider a European contract that has a payoﬀ at maturity T con ngent on the evolu on of the
ﬁnancial market and the mortality pa ern of the por olio. The goal is to determine a
market-consistent price of the contract at me t ∈ [0, T ),. Due to the dual nature of the payoﬀ, we
separate the informa on ﬂow. We denote the ﬁnancial informa on that the insurance company or
the pension fund has available at me t by FtS and the informa on on the observed mortality by GtA .
This is formalized by introducing an underlying probability space (Ω, F, P) and ﬁltra ons (FtS )t≥0
and (GtA )t≥0 .
We assume that the ﬁnancial market is complete, which means that all ﬁnancial risk can be hedged
(by trading in con nuous- me) and we assume the ﬁnancial risk can priced it under the no-arbitrage
argument. It is well-known that under these assump ons prices of ﬁnancial deriva ves can be
calculated using “risk-neutral pricing”. The Fundamental Theorems of Asset Pricing (see, e.g., Delbaen
and Schachermayer [ ]) implies that there exists a so-called risk-neutral measure Q under which the
ﬁnancial price operator is always a condi onal expecta on.
On the other hand, we assume that the actuarial risk is not (completely) hedgeable and also rarely
tradable. Thus, we cannot exploit a replica ng por olio argument for insurance deriva ves. This
turns to the fact that we can not use an expecta on operator to value the risk and secure arbitrage
free price. Of course, in the context of pure actuarial risks, many pricing methods called ``actuarial
premium principles'' have been proposed. The following display recalls the three most well-known
actuarial principles to price the discounted loss H at maturity; see, e.g., Kaas et al. [ ] for a
mo va on and details.
1
Variance Principle:
Π[H] = E[H] + αVar[H],
α≥0
( . a)
2√
Standard-Devia on Principle:
Π[H] = E[H] + β Var[H],
β≥0
( . b)
Cost-of-Capital Principle:

Π[H] = E[H] + δVaRq [H − E[H]] ,

δ≥0

( . c)

Most of the actuarial premium principles including the ones above, are a nonlinear func on of the
discounted loss and impose an extra risk premium (also called ``Risk Loading'') to the “Best-Es mate”
of the future insurance loss. Both best-es mate and risk loading are calculated under the real world
measure P. This postulates that the actuarial pricing is rather an economic decision under
uncertainty, while ﬁnancial pricing is normally based on the risk-neutral valua on built by an
equivalent mar ngale measure that uses condi onal expected value under a risk adjusted underlying
process. Goovaerts and Laeven [ ] discussed the no-arbitrage argument for the actuarial principles
for pure insurance risks and securi zed version of the insurance products.
The risk loading by itself is another risk measure that plays the role of a buﬀer to cover the possible
devia on of the future losses from what is expected by the best-es mate of the losses. In the
Variance principle, the loading is a posi ve propor on of the variance risk measure that applies to the
discounted loss, while in the Standard-Devia on Principle, the standard devia on of the discounted
loss is the measures the risk premium. Bühlmann [ ] discussed the proper es of these two premium

pricniples in details. In the Cost-of-Capital principle, the risk loading is measured by Value-at-Risk with
probability threshold q (in solvency II equal to . ), where the unexpected loss is calculated as
VaRq [H − E (H)]. There is always a small probability 1 − q that the risk loading (capital buﬀer) is
needed to compensate a real unexpected risk. Therefore, if the buﬀer is borrowed (e.g. from the
shareholders of the insurance company), the lender will require a cost of capital δ. The insurer
includes this cost of capital as the risk loading in the price of the insurance risk to be paid by the
policyholder.
We assume we have only two stochas c processes xt as a hedgeable pure ﬁnancial risk and yt as a
non-traded unhedgeable insurance risk. The general payoﬀ G(xT , yT ) is a European deriva ve of the
ﬁnancial and insurance risks in the incomplete market. Intui vely, the price ΠG S (t, x ) of a pure
ﬁnancial claim G S (xT ) should be equal to the arbitrage-free price which is a condi onal expecta on
condi onal of the ﬁnancial informa on at me t (i.e. FtS ). Furthermore, if we add a pure ﬁnancial
claim to a given general payoﬀ G(xT , yT ), then we should have that the pure ﬁnancial part of the
por olio be priced consistently with arbitrage-free pricing. Note that, the payoﬀs replicable by
perfectly liquid assets, don't carry any risk more than market risk. We can formalize this in the
following deﬁni on.
Deﬁni on . An actuarial pricing operator ΠG A condi onal on the actuarial informa on G A is
market-consistent, if for any ﬁnancial deriva ve G S (xT ) and any general claim G(T , xT , yT ) we have
[ S]
ΠPG A (G + G S ) = ΠPG A [G] + EQ
G .
GA

( . )

Market consistency deﬁni on postulates that given actuarial informa on, the actuarial price of a
general payoﬀ plus pure ﬁnancial payoﬀ, is equal to actuarial price of the general payoﬀ plus the
arbitrage free price of the pure ﬁnancial payoﬀ. This establishes a generalized no on of ``transla on
invariance'' for the G A −condi onal ¹ valua on operator with respect to the pure ﬁnancial risk. This
implies that if there is any risk hedgeable (even in the payoﬀ G), it must be hedged via
market-consistent valua on. Hence, market-consistent valua on cannot be improved by hedging. The
similar representa on of the market consistency can be found in Kupper et al. [ ], Malamud et al.
[ ] or Pelsser and Stadje [ ].
We also assume xt and yt are adapted respec vely to the corresponding informa on ﬂows FtS and
GtA and have Markov property so that they reﬂect all the informa on at me t ≤ T . Therefore, to
exhibit condi oning at any me 0 ≤ t ≤ T , we will use xt and yt respec vely instead of FtS and GtA .
We model the ﬁnancial and actuarial risks with a simple diﬀusion stochas c process containing the
dri and diﬀusion terms. Hence,
Financial Risk:

dxt = µ(t, xt )dt + σ(t, xt )dWf (t)

( . a)

Actuarial Risk:

dyt = a(t, yt )dt + b(t, yt )dWa (t)

( . b)

where Wf (t) and Wa (t) are independent standard Brownian mo ons and µ, σ, a and b are adapted
processes with respect to informa on set at me t. In applica on, xt can be a model for stock price
with growth rate µ and vola lity σ and yt be a mortality trend with dri a and standard devia on b.
¹In market-consistent actuarial valua on, by default, the main pricing operator is the actuarial premium principle, while
we adjust it under market-consistency to hedge the mixed insurance and ﬁnancial posi on, as much as possible. As we
should use the actuarial informa on G A at me t to value a payoﬀ at maturity T , the possible price/valua on operator is
constructed given those informa on and is called ``G A -condi onal''.
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Later, we will use Geometric Brownian Mo on for stock price St and a Brownian mo on with constant
dri and diﬀusion to model longevity trend κt , as a speciﬁed representa on of the ( . ).
For discoun ng we will assume a constant interest rate over the valua on period. Stochas c
interest rate can be involved in the market-consistent valua on as an extra ﬁnancial risk to be prices
in complete market se ng.
. . Two-step Actuarial Valua on in One-period Se ng
Based on the paper by Pelsser and Stadje [ ], market-consistent value of the con ngent payoﬀ can
be constructed by the ``Two-step market evalua on'' method without loss of generality. By the
two-step market evalua on method, the market-consistent actuarial price is built by spli ng the
no-arbitrage ﬁnancial price operator, EQ , (which prices hedgeable pure ﬁnancial payoﬀ) and actuarial
premium principle, ΠP (which prices general (par ally) unhedgeable payoﬀ). From now on, we call
this operator a ``Two-step Actuarial Operator''.
In a one-period valua on se ng, to calculate the two-step actuarial value of the general payoﬀ
G(xT , yT ) at me t, for each me-step of the form (t, T ),
• In the ﬁrst (inner) step we assume that we know all ﬁnancial informa on up to and including
me T . but our knowledge about actuarial informa on is up to me t < T (i.e. we know yt ).
We calculate the actuarial value of the payoﬀ G(xT , yT ) under the real-world measure P given
(xT , yt ).
[
]
(
)
P
Π G xT , yT | (yt , xT )
The result of this step, turns the general payoﬀ G into a func on exhibited by G S (xT ).
• As G S (xT ) depends only on the ﬁnancial risk can be perfectly hedged due to the completeness
of the ﬁnancial market and no-arbitrage argument. Hence, the second (outer) step can be
performed by the condi onal expecta on under the risk adjusted measure Q while we
condi on on xt .
[
]
EQ G S (xT ) (yt , xt )
Note that, the second step is s ll implemented given the actuarial informa on via yt .
This shows that by the two-step actuarial valua on, we use both sources of informa on we have in
hand for the risk processes xT and yT to value the posi on over the period (t, T ).
A simpliﬁed form of the two-step actuarial valua on for an actuarial premium principle Π can be
deﬁned as follows:
Deﬁni on . A G A -condi onal premium principle ΠG A is a two-step actuarial valua on if
[ [
]
]
(
)
Q
P
ΠGtA [G(xT , yT )] = E Π G xT , yT
(yt , xT ) (yt , xt ) .

( . )

The structure of the above two-step operator is well-deﬁned. In the inner step under the actuarial
operator Π, condi onal on xT and yt , the only randomness is via the actuarial risk process at me T ,
yT . Then, applying the outer condi onal Expecta on EQ condi onal on xt , the only source of
randomness is xT ². We emphasize that at each me-step or sub-interval, two valua on operator
²The More technical representa on of the two-step actuarial valua on at me t is:
[ [
]
]
(
)
(
)
(
)
ΠGtA [G(xT , yT )] = EQ ΠP G xT , yT σ GtA , FTS
σ GtA , FtS .

( . )

(
)
where σ G A , F S is the informa on ﬂow of the both risk processes. The equa on ( . ) is equivalent to this operator under
the assump on of markov property for the stochas c process (xt , yt )

needs to be applied.
A simpliﬁed exhibi on of the two-step method, can be provided via a binomial discre za on of the
two state variables x and y . At a typical me-step (t, t + ∆t), every state (xt , yt ) of the payoﬀ at
me t will develop to four diﬀerent states of the world at me t + ∆t as below,
+
+
(xt+∆t
, yt+∆t
)

+
−
(xt+∆t
, yt+∆t
)

(xt , yt )
−
+
(xt+∆t
, yt+∆t
)

−
−
(xt+∆t
, yt+∆t
)

We pretend that ﬁrst, xt evolves ending to two diﬀerent states at t + ∆t. Only then, given each
state of xt+∆t , the process yt moves. This leads to the following pa ern
+
yt+∆t
+
xt+∆t
−
yt+∆t

(xt , yt )
+
yt+∆t
−
xt+∆t
−
yt+∆t

In a two-step valua on, given each state of the xt+∆t (i.e. we know whether it is x + or x − ) in the
+
−
and yt+∆t
.
inner step (actuarial valua on step), we perform the actuarial valua on for nodes yt+∆t
Then in the outer step (ﬁnancial valua on step), we have two state of the world only depending on
xt+∆t where we compute the price under the binomial risk-neutral probabili es.
. . Two-step Actuarial Valua on in Mul -period Se ng
Insurance companies and pensions fund, due to regulatory requirements or repor ng purposes, need
to ``re-valuate'' their liabili es at regular intervals. Suppose we stand at me zero and want to value a
con ngent payoﬀ at me T . At a middle me 0 < s < T , an economic shock, non-economic
decision or evolu onary ﬁnding, can totally change the state and trend of the ﬁnancial and actuarial
risk drivers. we believe that such condi on has a signiﬁcant eﬀect on the re-valua on of the liabili es
and must be taken into account at me zero (present me) in valua on method. Our aim is to achieve
this requirement in construc on of the market consistent actuarial pricing operator.
Such a re-valua on requirement is consistent with the concept of me-consistency property of the
valua on operator. As a result, the value of the me-T liability at me zero, should be equal to the
price obtained as if we value the liability in a middle me 0 < s < T and then value the me-s value
of liability at me zero. This can be translated to the following deﬁni on:
Deﬁni on . A condi onal valua on operator (Πt ) is Time-Consistent if and only if, for all
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0 ≤ t < s ≤ T and the non-nega ve payoﬀ f (y (t)),
( . )

Πt [ f (y (T )) ] = Πt ( Πt+s [ f (y (T )) ] ) .

This is a ``recursive'' form of the me-consistency deﬁni on that we will use to construct the
me-consistent actuarial operator in mul -period se ng. Formal deﬁni on of me consistency can
be found in ? ], ? ], and ? ].
We apply the me-consistency property to the two-step actuarial valua on to expand
market-consistency, at least in a ﬁnite number of points, over the whole period [0, T ] in a dynamic
se ng. In fact, we are interested to preserve market-consistency for all possible middle points in
valua on period. This can be achieved by applying ``Backward Itera on'' method proposed by Jobert
and Rogers [ ] to above two-step operator. If the valua on period [0, T ] is divided into a set of
sub-intervals, the backward itera on construct the me-consistent valua on by connec ng and
re-valua ng the one-period valua on (in our case, the two-step actuarial valua on) over the
sub-intervals in a backward way star ng from T . See for example, Pelsser and Salahnejhad [ ] to
have an overview about how me consistency can be obtained for well-known actuarial premium
principles by the backward itera on method. For the two-step actuarial valua on, the idea is applied
in the following general representa on:
Suppose we would like to value a me-T payoﬀ at me zero. The representa on in equa on ( . )
does not necessarily imply that the two-step actuarial valua on must be applied in a one-period
valua on se ng over (0, T ). We divide the me interval [0, T ] by a discrete set of points
T
{0, ∆t, 2∆t, ..., T − ∆t, T } into a number n = ∆t
of the sub-intervals of the form (t, t + ∆t). The
backward itera on procedure starts from me T over the last sub-interval (T − ∆t, T ) to value the
payoﬀ G(T , xT , yT ) at me T − ∆t. In the backward itera on method, we calculate the price
process of a contract at me 0 ≤ t < T where at any t, the price at t + ∆t is considered as a new
payoﬀ. Let the one-period G A -condi onal actuarial price at me T − ∆t be denoted by
π(T − ∆t, x , y ). By the two-step actuarial valua on in equa on ( . ) we have,
πG A (T − ∆t, xT −∆t , yT −∆t ) = E

Q

[
Π

P

[

(

G T , xT , yT

)

]
yT −∆t , xT

]
yT −∆t , xT −∆t .

( . )

where x and y are the shorter nota on of the ﬁnancial and actuarial processes xT −∆t and yT −∆t ,
respec vely.
Then we move one step backward in me and over the sub-interval (T − 2∆t, T − ∆t) we
assume πG A (T − ∆t, x , y ) as a new payoﬀ where we apply ( . ) again as
[
πG A (T − 2∆t, xT −2∆t , yT −2∆t ) = E

Q

( (
)
)
]
Π π T − ∆t, xT −∆t , yT −∆t
yT −2∆t , xT −∆t
yT −2∆t , xT −2∆t .
P

We con nue this backward itera on of the one-period valua on for all sub-intervals (t, t + ∆t) to
ﬁnally reach the me step (0, ∆t) where we obtain the price of the contract at me zero. Again note
that, by the two-step valua on, in each me step (t, t + ∆t), we perform two valua on steps: First
step for the payoﬀ condi onal on the ﬁnancial risk which can be considered as a pure insurance risk,
in the real world measure P, and the Second step is an arbitrage-free valua on on the ﬁnancial
deriva ve, in the equivalent mar ngale measure Q.
The general me-consistent two-step valua on operator for the typical me step (t, t + ∆t) will

be,
(
)
[ [ (
)
]
]
π t, xt , yt = EQ ΠP π t + ∆t, xt+∆t , yt+∆t yt , xt+∆t yt , xt
with terminal condi on,

(
)
π(T , xT , yT ) = G T , xT , yT .

( . )

This is a general representa on of the simultaneously ``Time-consistent and Market-consistent''
actuarial price when, in the general payoﬀ, there is only one univariate state variable for each
ﬁnancial and actuarial risks. To derive the price in a theore cal se ng, one can increase the number
of intervals of the form (t, t + ∆t) in the limit by taking the limit of this valua on equa on when
∆t → 0. As a result, the price will have me consistency and market consistency simultaneously all
over the valua on period [0, T ].
The important point in applica on is that, as we men oned in the introduc on, based on [ ]
market-consistency resulted by applying the two-step valua on, holds even if we apply the backward
itera on in a ﬁnite number of the predictable middle points of me over [0, T ], without taking the
limit for ∆t. Hence, for example if we are interested to calculate market-consistent price of a -year
unit-linked contract, dividing the period [0, 20] into any number of sub-intervals
T
= 1, 2, 3, ...), and applying two-step valua on, will preserve the result as a
(n = ∆t
market-consistent price. Note that, the price produced from a ﬁnite number of sub-intervals under
this framework will be an approxima on of the con nuous- me limit of Time-Consistent and
Market-Consistent price, men oned above.

. . . Time-Consistency Risk Premium
Diﬀerent operators may oﬀer diﬀerent prices for the same con ngent payoﬀ. Suppose we exhibit the
one-period actuarial value of the risk at me t by Πt , and the me-consistent actuarial valua on
driven by the mul -period valua on by ΠTC
t . We assume that both operators are constructed based
on the same actuarial premium principle and all other parameters are equal. The possible
fundamental diﬀerence between these two prices is only due to enforcing the me-consistency
property men oned in deﬁni on . . We call this price diﬀerence as ``Time-Consistency Risk
Premium (TCRP)'' and show it as
Time-Consistency Risk Premium:

k TC (t, T ) = ΠTC
t − Πt

( . )

In case there exist an analy cal solu on for the me-consistent actuarial valua on (resulted by
calcula ng the con nuous- me limit of the me-consistent operator when ∆t → 0), k TC also will be
obtained analy cally. In applica on, prac oners use approxima on of the me-consistent price (e.g.
working with ∆t = one year) which upon use will result in the approxima on of the TCRP:
^
k TC (t, T ) = Π^TC
t − Πt .
clearly, if we calculate the one-period and me-consistent actuarial values under the two-step
actuarial valua on operator, then k TC will be obtained for market-consistent price.
Interes ng: It will be interes ng to calculate and compare the me-consistency risk premium for
diﬀerent actuarial premium principles as well as market consistent and non-market consistent
valua ons.

-

. . Two-step Actuarial Valua on under EIOPA Standard
As we men oned before, for the long-term liabili es, the one-period se ng is not ﬂexible enough to
reﬂect the possible middle me changes of underlying risk drivers condi onal on the new informa on.
It normally construct the price by projec ng the risk drivers with informa on at start me and
accordingly with determined ini al values of parameters. In the price/valua on operators such as
Cost-of-Capital principle that include the risk measures with a one-year scale such as VaR, this
problems gets high importance. To improve such a shortcoming in the Cost-of-Capital principle, EIOPA
standard oﬀers an adjusted version of the operator as follows

ΠEIOPA
t

[f (yT )] = E [f (yT ) | yt ] + δ

T −t
∑

[
[
]
]
VaRq f (yt+k ) − E f (yt+k ) | yt yt+k−1 .

( . )

k=1

where Πt is the condi onal Cost-of-Capital operator with available informa on at me t < T and
k = 1, 2, ..., T − t. The base value of the price is s ll the one-period best-es mate of the payoﬀ at
me T computed by the condi onal expecta on E [f (yT ) | yt ]. Comparing to the one-period se ng,
the loading part of the operator is adjusted so that the condi onal VaR value of the payoﬀ at maturity
T given the available informa on at me t is broken down into T − t one-year VaR values each
condi onal on the informa on available one year earlier. This formulates the risk measurement as
follows: over the valua on period [t, T ] for each point of me t + k ≤ T , based on the informa on
available at me t, we make a projec on for the future development of the payoﬀ f (yt+k ). Walking
along the best-es mate of the payoﬀ for each point of me k, we measure the devia on of the
possible
[ projec on[and the best-es
] mate ]payoﬀ by the one-year condi onal value at risk;
VaRq f (yt+k ) − E f (yt+k ) | yt yt+k−1 which is calculated given the informa on available one
year earlier at t + k − 1. Finally the summa on of the T − t one-year VaR values are presented as
the risk loading for the actuarial premium over [t, T ]. This improved version of the operator in
equa on ( . ) is suggested by the direc ves provided by EIOPA³ and is widely used by the
prac oners in industry to valuate the long-term liabili es. We call the operator in equa on ( . )
operator as ``EIOPA Cost-of-Capital actuarial operator''.
We apply the two-step actuarial valua on in equa on ( . ) to EIOPA Cost-of-Capital operator
ΠEIOPA
in equa on ( . ). The resulted market-consistent actuarial price for a general payoﬀ
t
G(xT , yT ) will have the following form:
[
[
]
]
(
)
Q
EIOPA
ΠGtA [G(xT , yT )] = E Πt
G xT , yT
(yt , xT )
(yt , xt )
( . )
where
[
ΠEIOPA,CoC
t

(

]

)

[ (
)
]
G xT , yT | (yt , xT ) = EP G xT , yT (yt , xT )
+δ

T −t
∑

VaRPq

[

]
[ (
)
]
G(xT , yt+k ) − E G xT , yt+k (yt , xT ) | (yt+k−1 , xT ) . ( . )
P

k=1

In the inner step, we calculate the best-es mate value of the risk given the value of ﬁnancial risk xT
and actuarial risk yt . We add the summa on of the one-year VaR values for each year k while each of
them are condi onal on the known ﬁnancial state variable xT and the insurance process one year
earlier, yk−1 . The output of the inner step again by structure is a payoﬀ depending only on xT , that
³European Insurance and Occupa onal Pension Authority

can be valuated by the condi onal expecta on under the risk-adjusted measure
[ ( Q, given
) xt . Note ]
P
that, condi onal on the pair (yt+k−1 , xT ), the condi onal expecta on E G xT , yt+k (yt , xT )
can come out of the VaR operator due to the transla on invariance property.⁴
The above mechanism can be applied with the Standard-Devia on premium principle via the
summa on of the one-year standard devia on of the risk condi onal on the actuarial informa on one
year earlier as below,
[
ΠEIOPA,Std
t

(

)

]

[ (
)
]
G xT , yT | (yt , xT ) = EP G xT , yT (yt , xT )
+β

T −t
∑

P

[

]

Var G(xT , yt+k ) | (yt+k−1 , xT ) . ( . )

k=1

[ (
)
]
( A
)
⁴Technically saying EP G xT , yt+k (yt , xT ) is not σ Gt+k−1
, FTS -measurable.
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. Market-Consistent Valua on of Unit-linked Contract
We start with a simple unit-linked contract for a policyholder of age x which par cipates in the
contract by buying one unit of it at start me t = 0. We assume the contract has no guarantee. The
payoﬀ is deﬁned as a combina on of the ﬁnancial and actuarial risk,
G(ST , Tx ) = ST × 1{Tx >T }

( . )

where T is the maturity me, ST is the market value of the investment made by the premiums, and
Tx is the remaining life me random variable for the policyholder x . Normally in unit-linked contracts
T is the re rement age minus age. For this case we assume T = 70 − x .
. . Risk Drivers
In order to model the payoﬀ and implement the two-step actuarial valua on, we need to model both
ﬁnancial risk St and actuarial risks Tx .
We assume that ST as a ﬁnancial risky asset follows a Geometric Brownian Mo on (GBM)
dSt = µS St dt + σS St dWtS .

( . )

Here µS and σS are constant and WtS is a standar Brownian mo on deﬁned on ﬁltra on F S (t) on
the me interval [0, T ] under the real-world measure P. For the assumed complete ﬁnancial market,
we will work with the unique equivalent mar ngale measure Q. Hence, for a constant con nuously
compounded interest rate r , we have
~ tS .
dSt = r St dt + σS St dW
(

)
1 2
S
~
St = S0 exp (r − σS )t + σS Wt .
2
~ tS is Q-standard Brownian mo on.
where S0 is the ini al value of the investment and W
with the solu on

( . )

( . )

In the context of actuarial risk, we start with deﬁning some nota ons. we denote the survival and
death probability of (x ) by t px = P(Tx > t) and t qx = 1 − t px , respec vely, and(the )
force-of-mortality of the same individual at me t is deﬁned as µ(x + t) = − dtd ln t px ⁵.
By dynamic mortality, we assume that t px is random in any future me t and eﬀec vely µ(x + t)
as an index of the mortality risk follows a stochas c process. To model the evolu on of the survival
probability and consider projec on of the future mortality/longevity index, we use the model
introduced by Lee and Carter [ ]. In the Lee-Carter model, for an integer age x and calendar year t,
the force-of-mortality (inten onally denoted by the diﬀerent nota on compared to sta c
force-of-mortality), µx (t), is assumed to be given by
lnµx (t) = αx + βx κ(t)

( . )

where κ(t) is the general level of mortality, αx is the average age-speciﬁc mortality, βx is the
age-speciﬁc sensi vity of the mortality to change of κ(t). With an alterna ve point of view, κ(t) can
be interpreted as a latent process to model the longevity trend, speciﬁed by κ(0) = 0 and
dκt = µκ dt + σκ dWtκ ,

( . )

⁵Considering the stochas c evolu on of the mortality risk through me, the more precise concept will be ``the remaining
life me at the beginning of the calendar year t'' for which the nota on is Tx (t).

with the solu on κt = κ0 + µκ t + σκ Wtκ and W κ a standard Brownian mo on under measure P.⁶
The best es mate for κt process at me zero is,

E(κt ) = κ0 + µκ t.
The general procedure of using Lee-Carter model starts by choosing the realized mortality rates of
the past calendar years and con nues by calibra ng the parameters of stochas c mortality model, αx
and βx . It is noteworthy to men on that in the nota on, if we assume the present t = 0, the nota on
t is the representa ve of the past ``calendar mes'' {t0 , t0 + 1, ... , 0} in the model. Once the
age-speciﬁed Lee-Carter parameters are es mated, the future force-of-mortality can be projected for
individual (x ) and in that sense t > 0 is the nota on of future me. In this paper, we have the
es mated parameters of the Lee-Carter model in hand via the most recent realiza ons of the
mortality rates in the Netherlands and we concentrate on simula on of the future mortality rates.
Condi onal on κ(t), the remaining life mes of the policyholders are assumed to be independent.
Moreover, the force-of-mortality of and individual that has age x + t at future me t, is given by
( . a)

µx (t) = exp (α(x + t) + β(x + t) κt )
= exp (α(x + t) + β(x + t)µκ t + β(x +

t)σκ Wtκ ) .

( . b)

Note that α, β : R+ → R are assumed to be piecewise constant on the intervals [t, t + 1). This
means that for all u ∈ [0, 1), µx +u (t + u) = µx (t).
As we may valuate the price of a product for a group of par cipants, let Nx (t) denote the cohort of
policyholders of age x + t at me t. We assume the death event of the group members are
condi onally independent. Then Nℓ (t + 1) has, condi onal on (κt ) and Nx (t), a binomial
distribu on with parameters Nx (t) and success probability exp(−α(x + ℓ) − β(x + ℓ)(κt+1 − κt )).
Note that κt is the underlying process of the remaining life me random variable Tx . Moreover,
consistent with Lee-carter model, we deﬁne the actuarial ﬁltra on as GtA = σ ({Tx ≤ s}, κs , s ≤ t)
where κs is part of the informa on set. Note that, we only focus on the systemic risk where the
idiosyncra c mortality risk should be a second-order eﬀect compared to the eﬀect of the longevity
trend. This assump on could be mo vated by observing realized mortality tables men oned above.
We therefore can rephrase the unit-linked payoﬀ based on the underlying risk drivers
G(ST , κT ) = ST × 1{κT :Tx >T } .

( . )

. . One-period Market-Consistent Valua on
Suppose that we want to calculate the market-consistent actuarial value of the payoﬀ ( . ) at me
A
t < T by a two-step valua on in equa on ( . ). Let ΠGt be the Cost-of-Capital premium principle
and the interest rate r be constant over the period. The two-step Cost-of-Capital actuarial value at
me t will be:
ΠGt

A

[ [
]
[
]
]
√
[
]
[
]
ST 1{Tx >T } = e −r (T −t) EQ EP ST 1{Tx >T } κt , ST + δ T − tVaRPq ST 1{Tx >T } − EP ST 1{Tx >T } | κt , ST κt , ST κt , St .

( . )
where q is the conﬁdence level of the VaR and δ is the annual cost of capital to borrow the capital
buﬀer for a certain period. Since VaR measures the risk over the period of one-year, for a
⁶Note that κ can also be modeled as below
( . )

κtk = µκ + κtk + εtk :tk+1 ,
with εtk :tk+1 i.i.d. N(0, σκ2 ), which is the me series model used in Lee and Carter (

).

-

shorter/longer
period T − t we need to adjust it by dividing the VaR operator over the period [t, T ]
√
by T − t. On the other hand, as δ operates
like an interest rate, for a period of length T − t, the
√
insurance company will have to pay δ T − t per e to the lender√of the capital
√buﬀer. In sum up, to
adjust the me scale for VaR and δ, we adjust δ by δ × (T − t)/ T − t = δ T − t and mul ply
that to VaR operator. For more details on dimensionality problems, see Pelsser and Salahnejhad [ ].
What happens in prac ce is that, we ﬁx ST and calculate the Cost-of-Capital premium for the
remaining part. This produces a payoﬀ that is a func on of ST . Then, in a Black-Scholes se ng we
take the expecta on of the ST -payoﬀ under measure Q and discount it to me t.
Note that the expecta on under VaR operator can be factorized by its transla on invariance
property and ( . ) can be represented by a shorter version as follows:
ΠGt

A

[
[
]
[
]
]
√
√
[
]
(
)
ST 1{Tx >T } = e −r (T −t) EQ 1 − β T − t EP ST 1{Tx >T } κt , ST + δ T − tVaRPq ST 1{Tx >T } | κt , ST κt , St .

( . )
. . . Analy cal Solu on under Independence
We are interested to obtain an analy cal solu on for the two-step actuarial value of the unit-linked
contract. This helps up to have a reliable benchmark about our numerical implementa on. For
simplicity we assume that actuarial risk is independent of the ﬁnancial risk, while in reality this is a
ra onal assump on as we don't expect people die or live longer by the trend of the stock market. By
independence assump on and due to the ``factorisa on structure'' of unit-linked payoﬀ at ( . ), the
two-step actuarial evalua on can be wri en as follows,
[ [
]
]
[
]
ΠGtA ST 1{Tx >T } = e −r (T −t) EQ ΠP ST 1{Tx ≥T } κt , ST κt , St
(
)
= e −r (T −t) EQ [ST | St ] × ΠP 1{Tx ≥T } κt
( [
]
[
[
]
])
√
= e −r (T −t) EQ [ST | St ] × EP 1{Tx ≥T } κt + δ T − tVaRPq 1{Tx ≥T } − EP 1{Tx ≥T } κt κt

( . )
where on the actuarial operator condi oning on ST is omi ed due to independence. Similar
representa on can be found at Pelsser and Stadje [ ] (Remark . ) and Wüthrich et al. [ ].
By Black-Scholes formula we know that,e −r (T −t) EQ [ST | St ] = S0 . Moreover, 1{Tx ≥T } has a
Bernoulli distribu
[ on with
] survival probability p = Pr (Tx ≥ T ) = T px as parameter. Therefore, the
P
value of VaRq 1{Tx ≥T } func on is,

1 − q < T px ;
(
)  1,
P
VaRq 1{Tx ≥T } =
( . )
0.5, 1 − q = T px ;

0,
1 − q > T px .
[
]
Note that EP 1{Tx ≥T } κt is GtA -measurable and as a non-random value by ``transla on
invariance'' property of VaR, we can take it out and simpliﬁed the calcula on.
Hence, under independence assump on, we can obtain the analy cal solu on of the one-period
market-consistent actuarial price of the unit-linked product in ( . ) at me t = 0 as below,



1,
1
−
q
<
p
;

(
)
T
x
√
√
[
]
π0 = ΠG0A ST 1{Tx >T } = S0  1 − δ T T px + δ T
( . )
0.5, 1 − q = T px ; 

0,
1 − q > T px .
In a real world case (e.g Solvency II direc ves), q = 99.5% and for most of the ages the survival
probability will be greater than that; 1 − q < T px . Thus, with such an assump on the analy cal

solu on of the one-period two-step valua on of the unit-linked contract at me zero is,
(
)
√
[
]
π0 = ΠG0A ST 1{Tx >T } = S0 T px + δ T (1 − T px ) .

( . )

Note that the ``Best Es mate'' value of the unit-linked payoﬀ in ( . ) in the one-period two-step
evalua on se ng is,
[ [
]
]
(
)
BE
−r (T −t) Q
P
A
S
A
S
πt ST 1{Tx >T } = e
E E ST 1{Tx ≥T } Gt , FT Gt , Ft
( . )
where by considering independence assump on, the best-es mate price at me t = 0 will be,
[
]
π0BE = EG0A ST 1{Tx >T } = S0 T px

( . )

The best es mate value is basically the condi onal expecta on of the payoﬀ and it does not
consider the fact that the longevity risk is unhedgeable. On the other
√ hand, the actuarial value in
equa on ( . ) adds a risk premium (also called ``risk loading'') β T (1 − T px ) to compensate for
the penalty needed for the cost of hedge. In equa on ( . ) the maturity me T has direct
rela onship with the actuarial risk premium while the survival probability T px has nega ve eﬀect on
it. This implies that longer period contracts will result in rela vely higher price. Also, if the survival
probability is lower (i.e. the policyholder is old or the pricing period is long), the price will be adjusted
by adding a higher value of (1 − T px ) to the expected value part of the price which is lower. On the
other hand, if the survival probability is high (i.e. the policyholder is young or the period is short), the
major part of the price is reﬂected in the expected value that makes higher conﬁdence for the insurer
who will require in return less risk premium.
. . . Numerical Implementa on
We setup a numerical implementa on of the two-step actuarial valua on for unit-linked product with
dependent risks, where the same procedure can be generalized for other products even with more
risk factors. For simplicity we generate an equal number of scenarios, let us say N, for both risks so
that at maturity T , we have N, pair of (ST , Nx (T )). Note that when Nx = 1, then
Nx (T ) = 1{Tx >T } . Fix the needed parameters such as the present me t = 0, maturity T , age x
(accordingly the parameters of the Lee-Carter model α(x ) and β(x )), star ng cohort Nx , and dri
and diﬀusion of the models. A simple numerical implementa on is as follows:
. Simulate N scenarios of the ST and κT and use κT vector to compute µx (T ) at me x + T via
equa on ( . a).
. Use µx (T ) to compute the survival probability T px and simulate N scenarios of the survivals at
me T , Nx (T ), using Binomial distribu on with parameters Nx and T px .
. Fix ST and calculate the actuarial value of the payoﬀ ST × Nx (T ) via an empirical analogue of
the actuarial premium principle.
. Calculate the mean over the resul ng N values of ﬁnancial payoﬀ and discount it.
. Repeat the steps - n mes and compute the mean over the all simulated prices.

-

Table : Analy cal and numerical values of the unit-linked contract with a one-period pricing operator
for diﬀerent maturi es
Analy cal Price
Numerical Price
Age
Dura on Best
Cost of
(Year) (Year)
Es mate Capital
.

.

.

.

Extra Loading

Best
Cost of
Es mate Capital

.
( . %)

.
( . %)

.
( . %)

.
( . %)

.
( . %)

.
( . %)

.
( . %)

.
( . %)

.

.

.
( . %)

In this paper, we use the mortality data aggregated for ``men and women'' of the Netherlands
during the calendar years
(where t0 = 1960), to es mate the parameters of Lee-carter
model. Then a er for pricing issue, we use
as ``t = 0''. This is always the me when the
individual is/was at the age x . Based on the es ma on output of the above mortality tables the
diﬀusion process to model the mortality trend κt in equa on ( . ) is es mated as
κt = −0.8089dt + 1.4734dWtκ

( . )

where κ0 = −24.5637 is the ini al value of κt process.
To benchmark the above numerical procedure, we calculate both analy cal and numerical price of
the unit-linked contract for an individual in a one-period se ng. We valuate the contract for which its
ﬁnancial and actuarial parameters are S0 = 100, r = 0.04, σS = 0.15. We use the Cost-of-Capital
principle with δ = 0.06 and 1 − q = 0.995 and apply the equa on ( . ) to valuate the contract. We
repeated the simula on n = 100 mes where each me, ST and κT are simulated with N = 3000
scenarios and are assumed to be independent.
Similar to ( . ), the payoﬀ is
G(ST , κT ) = ST × 1{κT :Tx >T } .
In the calcula on, the best-es mate value of the survival probability T px is calculated via the equa on
T px

= exp(−µx (T ))

where the best-es mate µx (T ) can be obtained by replacing the best-es mate κT in equa on ( . a)
as well as the other generated scenarios. For example, the best-es mate values for an individual of
age x = 60 with T = 10 years maturity is,
BE (κ10 ) = −24.5637 − 0.8089 × (10) = −32.6526
BE (µ69 (1)) = exp(α(70) + β(70) × BE (κ10 ) = exp(−3.6715 + 0.0147 × (−32.6526)) = 0.0157
10 p60 = exp(−

9
∑
i=0

BE (µ60+i (1))) = 0.8971.

Table represents the result of pricing for three star ng age x from the set {50, 60, 69} where for
the re rement age of we will have three maturi es T in {20, 10, 1}. First of all, it can be seen that
the numerical algorithm converges to the analy cal solu on so that the rela ve diﬀerence between
the two prices are less than 0.5%. Note that, for the shorter period the diﬀerence is very trivial while
for the longer periods, we expect that genera ng more scenarios will result in more accurate
numerical value.
Also comparing the best-es mate value S0 × T px with Cost-of-Capital premium, conﬁrms that for
the longer period contracts more loading is needed. For a one-year period in the example, it is around
. % while for a -year contract it reached to . %. This is a natural expecta on from the price
operator to reﬂect the fact that the longer maturity T , will bring the higher vola lity and uncertainty
of the the both ﬁnancial and actuarial risk processes for the insurer and this must be taken into
account in the price.
. . Mul -Period Market-Consistent Valua on
Now we turn to me-consistent and market-consistent valua on of the simple unit-linked contract.
For every me step (t, t + ∆t), we perform the backward itera on of the valua on in equa on
( . ) or alterna vely equa on ( . ) under independence assump on, while the procedure starts
from maturity me T . Although in applied situa ons it would be more prac cal to take ∆t = 1
( -year period), to check the result of the numerical procedure, we need a benchmark that can be
obtained by the analy cal solu on of the price in dynamic se ng.
. . . Dynamic Analy cal Solu on under Independence
The analy cal solu on will be a con nuous- me limit of the me-consistent two-step actuarial
valua on in ( . ) when ∆t → 0. We con nue by independent St and κt , where we use equa on
( . ) to apply the operator πT −∆t = e −r ∆t EQ [ST | ST −∆t ] × ΠP [f (κT ) | κT −∆t ] and obtain the
two-step actuarial value of the unit-linked contract at me T − ∆t. Then, for the period
(T − 2∆t, T − ∆t) we apply the me-consistent and market-consistent operator in ( . ) as follows,
[
]
πT −2∆t = e −r ∆t EQ ΠP [πT −∆t | κT −2∆t , ST −∆t ] ST −2∆t
[ [
]
]
= e −r ∆t EQ ΠP e −r ∆t EQ [ST | ST −∆t ] × ΠP [f (κT ) | κT −∆t ] κT −2∆t , ST −∆t ST −2∆t
[
[
]
]
= e −r ∆t EQ e −r ∆t EQ [ST | ST −∆t ] × ΠP ΠP [f (κT ) | κT −∆t ] κT −2∆t ST −2∆t
[
]
[
]
= e −2r ∆t EQ EQ [ST | ST −∆t ] ST −2∆t × ΠP ΠP [f (κT ) | κT −∆t ] κT −2∆t
[
]
= ST −2∆t ΠP ΠP [f (κT ) | κT −∆t ] κT −2∆t
( . )
where the third equality is obtained as EQ [ST | ST −∆t ] is ST −∆t -measurable, forth equality is
provided due to independence and the last one is clear by tower property and mar ngale property of
St under risk-neutral measure Q.
If we repeat the above valua on procedure in a backward way for all me intervals (t, t + ∆t) in
[0, T ] ending by t = 0, and take the limit when ∆t → 0, we can obtain the analy cal solu on of the
me-consistent and market-consistent actuarial valua on in ( . ). Pelsser and Salahnejhad [ ]
showed that in con nuous- me when ∆t → 0, for some well-known actuarial premium principles Π,
the value of the nested actuarial operator
[
]
π(t, κ(t)) = ΠP ΠP [f (κt+2∆t ) | κt+∆t ] κt

-

has an analy cal solu on. They showed
price,
[ that for the Cost-of-Capital
]
√
Πc = E[f (κT )|κt ] + δ T − tVaRq f (κT ) − E[f (κT )]|κt , the analy cal solu on of the π(t, κt ) is
as follows,
π c (t, κ(t)) = EC [f (κT )|κt ] ,
( . )
where EC [.|κt ] denotes the condi onal expecta on at me t with respect to the ``risk-adjusted''
process κC deﬁned as
(
)
dκCt = µκ ± δkσκ dt + σκ dWtC .
( . )
and k = Φ−1 (1 − q) for standard normal distribu on func on Φ.
Having this theore cal result in hand, the con nuous me limit of the two-step Cost-of-Capital
price in equa on ( . ) at me zero, π0c , for the payoﬀ func on ST f (κT ) = ST 1{Tx >T } will be,
[
]
π0c = S0 EC 1{Tx >T } κ0 = S0 T px C
( . )
where T px C is survival probability of an individual age x for T years later, under the risk-adjusted κC
process in ( . ).
π CoC is, by construc on, a me-consistent and market-consistent analogue of the one-period
market-consistent Cost-of-Capital price π0 of the simple unit-linked contract, in equa on ( . ) and
( . ).
Moreover, Pelsser and Salahnejhad [ ] proved that if instead of the Cost-of-capital price, we use
the Standard-Devia on actuarial principle of the form
√ [
]
√
Πs = E[f (κT )|κt ] + β T − t Var f (κT )|κt
the me-consistent and market-consistent Standard-devia on price π s will converge to the same limit
as of the Cost-of-Capital price π c in ( . ),
π0s = S0 T px S
while an slightly diﬀerent risk-adjusted process for the underlying risk driver κS
t is as follows:
(
)
S
dκS
t = µκ ± βσκ dt + σκ dWt .

( . )

( . )

This implies that for independent actuarial and ﬁnancial risks, we can use Standard-Devia on price
instead of Cost-of-Capital price for dynamic market-consistent valua on of the insurance products
which their payoﬀ has a factoriza on structure similar to the simple unit-linked contract.
The most impressive result is that, the me-consistent and market-consistent actuarial price
achieved by both of the Cost-of-Capital ad Standard-devia on premium principles in ( . ) and ( . )
corresponds to the ``Best Es mate'' price of the unit-linked contract in ( . ), where the underlying
actuarial risk process, κt , needs to be adjusted through ( . ) or ( . ). The risk-adjustment of the
longevity trend κt intui vely implies using the concept of ``actuarial prudence'' for pricing where the
premium oﬀered by the insurer uses an adjusted dri to make a risk loading on top of the expected
loss as a more conserva ve assessment of risk. According to the risk-adjusted process in ( . ), when
the payoﬀ f (κ) is monotonically increasing at κ, the dri rate is adjusted upwards (µκ + βσκ ). For a
nega ve µκ , this will oﬀer a more expensive price for the products containing a survival beneﬁt. The
opposite happens when f (κ) monotonically decreases at κ. This makes the dri adjusted downward
(µκ − βσκ ) and accordingly oﬀers a higher price for the payoﬀ promising to pay on the event of death.
So, the risk is always adjusted in the upward direc on, providing the market-consistent price higher
than the real-world expected value EP [f (κ)].

. . . Numerical Method for Mul -period
As by backward itera on method we have to repeat the valua on process in a mul -period se ng for
every me step, op ng an eﬃcient numerical method is highly important. On the other hand, in the
two-step actuarial valua on we apply condi onal operators at each me step given the state of the
underlying processes at previous step. Suppose we price a unit-linked product with years maturity
where we repeat the two-step valua on on an annual basis and we start with only scenario for each
of the underlying processes κt and St . If naively we apply a nested simula on of the underlying
processes at each me step the calcula on will be explode. A er step we will have
330 = 2.059 × 1014 scenarios for each process to start the calcula on. Note that if ST and κT are
dependent, in the ﬁrst step we will have to make (330 )2 = 4.24 × 1028 calcula on. Note that, this
number is subject to increase by adding the number of calcula on when we repeat valua on in the
backward itera on procedure.
A be er technique to deal with the dynamic two-step actuarial valua on is construc ng a Markov
grid via the method called ``ﬁnite diﬀerence interval''. An eﬃcient special case of this method can be
implemented by construc on of a ``recombining trinomial tree''. We have to discre ze S − T and κT
each of which into a ﬁnite number of states where they are both located in their special boundary
region. Each state will be connected to three nodes Suppose we divide each underlying process into
states (i.e. scenarios) at me T . Applying two-step valua on for the ﬁrst me step (T − 1, T ),
for each state of ST in outer step (i.e. assuming ST known), we have
trinomial computa on of
the inner actuarial operator. Hence, moving backward over years, for each me step we repeat 106
computa on which gathers to 3 × 107 . Perhaps in a low dimension such as two-factor model the
ﬁnite diﬀerence method is , but in higher dimension where in applica on we have to work with a
por olio of assets and liabili es, this is neither promising eﬃciency.
The more eﬃcient method is Least Square Monte Carlo (LSMC) method also call ``regression now''
as it uses regression method to value . LSMC was proposed and used by Carriere [ ] and Longstaﬀ and
Schwartz [ ] to price diﬀerent types of American op ons. The method is then widely used in
dynamic valua on of con ngent claims and payoﬀs with path-dependent risk drivers. LSMC
postulates that the condi onal expecta on of payoﬀs can be calculated by using the cross-sec onal
informa on of the underlying risk drivers (i.e. state variables).
To price the unit-linked contract by LSMC, we expect that the condi onal expecta on of any
general payoﬀ G(T , ST , κT ), can be obtained by a series of basis func on of ST and κT as,
∞
[ (
]
∑
)
E G T , ST , κT | κt , St = f (ST , κT ) =
ak ek (κt , St )

( . )

k=0

where ek (x ) denotes diﬀerent types of the basis func ons such as,
• Polynomials: 1, x , x 2 , ...
• Fourier basis: 1, cos(x ), cos(2x ), ....
The target func on f (ST , κT ) at ( . ) can be approximated by a ﬁnite number of terms in the
series that turns it to a regression line
f (ST , κT ) ≈ fk (ST , κT ) =

K
−1
∑

ak ek (κt , St ) .

( . )

k=0

The ﬁ ed value is an es ma on of the condi onal expecta on and can be used to accurately es mate
condi onal expecta ons for diﬀerent forms of G.

-

We are interested to calculate the two-step valua on of the unit-linked contract above in a
mul -period se ng and we will repeat this valua on over each year. We use the Standard-Devia on
premium principle as the inner actuarial operator in the equa on ( . ). To implement the LSMC for
two-step actuarial valua on of the unit-linked contract the procedure can be as follows,
. Simulate N scenarios of the pair (St , κt ) over the ﬁnite number of points for t = 1, 2, ..., T
and at me T calculate the payoﬀ ST × 1{Tx >T } (or alterna vely ST × Nx (T )). This can be
done by steps - of the numerical procedure in Subsec on . . .
. choose the form of ek and number of terms in the series.
. Star ng by the me step (T − 1, T ) apply the regressions for the ﬁrst/inner step as below
cP [ST 1{T >T } | ST , κT −∆t ] =
E
x
cP [(ST 1{T >T } )2 | ST , κT −∆t ] =
E
x

K
−1
∑
k=0
K
−1
∑

(1,T )

ek (ST , κT −∆t )

( . a)

(2,T )

ek (ST , κT −∆t )

( . b)

ak
ak

k=0

and calculate the condi onal premium π s (ST , κT −∆t ) that depends on κT −∆t and ST as
below,
[
√
√
[
]
[
] (c [
s
−r ∆t c
c
P
P
2
π (ST , κT −∆t ) = e
E ST 1{T >T } + β ∆t E (ST 1{T >T } ) − EP ST 1{T
x

x

x >T }

. Apply the regression for the second/outer step
cQ [π s (S , κ
π (ST −∆t , κT −∆t ) = E
T
T −∆t ) | ST −∆t , κT −∆t ] =
s

K
−1
∑

bkT eπs (ST −∆t , κT −∆t )

k=0

( . )
where π (ST −∆t , κT −∆t ) is a new vector of payoﬀ at me T − ∆t to be used to perform the
similar two-step valua on, one step backward.
s

. Repeat steps - for all me steps of the form (t, t + ∆t) in a backward way to reach me zero.
Technically, in the last period instead of the regression in equa on ( . ) the price will be only a
mean over the vector of π s (S∆t , κ0 ).
Note that, if you are willing to have a standard error and conﬁdence interval for the price at
me zero, meaning over the ﬁnal vector is not the proper result as it is a single value. Hence, a
numerical trick is needed: Instead of star ng from age x at me zero, start from one age earlier
x − 1 ( me - insted of zero) and generate the scenarios. Repeat steps - in a same number
of backward itera ons as number ( ) ll the me zero (i.e. age x ) and calculate the mean and
standard error of the vector to build the conﬁdence interval!
If we assume
scenarios for ST and κT , we have to execute 2 × 1000 regression in the inner
step for the two moments in ( . a) and ( . b) to es mate the actuarial premium, and another
regression in the outer step to obtain the no-arbitrage price in ( . ), ending up to
calcula on
step. In case we combine the inner step into one regression, the total number of calcula on steps will
even decrease to
. This is signiﬁcantly more eﬃcient than the other two methods men oned
above.

])2

]

.

For independent ﬁnancial and actuarial risks the numerical implementa on can be shortened by
using some analy cal results in hand. For example, the value of ST at me t can be factorized from
the two-step valua on and then the regression is only needed for actuarial risk in the inner step.
We don't provide the result of the numerical work for mul -period market-consistent valua on by
LSMC here, as we will perform a very similar task in the next step for a pension contract that its payoﬀ
is similar to the unit-linked contract.

. . Market-Consistent Valua on under EIOPA Standard
We construct the two-step actuarial valua on by the adjusted actuarial operator suggested by EIOPA
standard for the simple unit-linked contract. Using the two-step EIOPA Cost-of-Capital operator in
equa on ( . ) for the individual unit-linked payoﬀ at me T in equa on ( . ), the market-consistent
Cost-of-Capital price under EIOPA standard at me t < T , when the policyholder is at age x , will be
as follows:
[
[
]
]
EIOPA
Q
EIOPA
ΠGtA [ST 1Tx >T ] = E Πt
ST 1{Tx >T } κt , ST κt , St
( . a)
where
[
ΠEIOPA,CoC
t

]

[
]
ST 1{Tx >T } | (κt , ST ) = e −r (T −t) EP ST 1{Tx >T } (κt , ST )

+δ

T −t
∑

[
[
]
]
e −rk VaRPq ST 1{Tx >k} − EP ST 1{Tx >k} (κt , ST ) (κt+k−1 , ST ) . ( . b)

k=1

where e −rk is the discount factor for maturity k given the constant annual rate of discount r . In
applied view, κt+k−1 is the best-es mate value of κ at me t + k − 1 and the formula assert the fact
that to valuate any risk measure depending on the survival event at me t + k, we have full
informa on about the longevity trend ll one step earlier at me t + k − 1.
An alterna ve representa on for equa on ( . b) can be constructed for two-step Valua on of the
unit-linked contract under the Standard-Devia on principle by equa on ( . ) as follows,
[
ΠEIOPA,Std
t

]

[
]
ST 1{Tx >T } | (κt , ST ) = e −r (T −t) EP ST 1{Tx >T } (κt , ST )
+β

T −t
∑

e

−rk

√

[
]
VarP ST 1{Tx >k} (κt+k−1 , ST ) . ( . )

k=1

. . . Analy cal Solu on
Suppose at me t = 0 (when the policyholder is at age x ), we would like to price the contract with
maturity T . With independence assump on in hand, the operator in equa on ( . ) can be
factorized for the ﬁnancial risk driver ST and simpliﬁed as follows:

-

ΠEIOPA,CoC
[ST 1Tx >T ] = e −rT EQ [ST | S0 ] ×
G0A
[
]
T
∑
[
]
[
[
]
]
EP 1{Tx >T } κ0 + δ
e r (T −k) VaRPq 1{Tx >k} − EP 1{Tx >k} κ0 κk−1
k=1

[
= S0 ×

T px

+δ

T px

+δ

[
= S0 ×

]
[
]
e r (T −k) VaRPq 1{Tx >k} − k px κk−1

k=1

[
= S0 ×

T
∑

T px

+δ

( T
∑
k=1
( T
∑
k=1

e

r (T −k)

VaRPq

e r (T −k) −

T
[
] ∑
1{Tx >k} | κk−1 −
k px

T
∑

k=1

)]
e r (T −k) k px

)]

.

k=1

( . )
The second equa on is the result of the mar ngale property for ST under the risk neutral measure
Q while k px is the survival probability of the policyholder at age x given the ini al value of the
longevity trend κ0 . The rd equality is obtained due to transla on invariance property of VaR for k px
condi onal on the best-es mate longevity trend κk−1 . The last equality is the result of the underlying
(and in the same me ``realis c'') assump on for which, for[ a high value of]q (e.g. in Solvency II,
99.5%), since 1 − q < P(Tx > k | κk−1 ), therefore VaRPq 1{Tx >k} | κk−1 = 1.
∑
For k = 1, 2, ..., T , the summa on Tk=1 e r (T −k) is the accumulated value of a T -year
determinis c immediate annuity (with payments at the end of the period) exhibited by the nota on
∑
sT |r and the summa on Tk=1 e r (T −k) k px is the future value of a T -year life annuity shown by the
actuarial nota on sx :T |r , both with the constant interest rate r . Hence, subs tu ng for the annui es
in equa on ( . ) by ac arial nota ons, the market-consistent Cost-of-Capital price under EIOPA
standard will be rephrased as
)]
[
(
EIOPA,CoC
ΠG A
[ST 1Tx >T ] = S0 × T px + δ sT |r − sx :T |r .
( . )
0

In the above equa on, price under EIOPA standard oﬀers a propor on of the diﬀerence between
the future value of the T -year determinis c annuity and life annuity as the risk loading for the
actuarial price, where the propor on coeﬃcient is the annual cost of capital rate, δ. The risk loading
in the actuarial price under EIOPA standard is constructed under a hypothe cal mechanism where an
imaginary annuity is payable by the insurer to policyholders during T years. For a cohort of
independent individuals Nx , in the worst case scenario, at maturity T , nobody will die and the future
value of the imaginary annuity sT |r is payable to all of the policyholders while the insurer expects that
on average Nx − Nx (T ) people will die during the annuity payment period and as a result the
average liability is sx :T |r .
The Cost-of-Capital premium principle under EIOPA thus implies that the insurer basically considers
the worst case scenario of longevity risk as the unexpected loss and covers the diﬀerence between
this risk and expected liability. In case of real event of unexpected loss, it will be compensated by the
money borrowed from shareholders at rate of δ. Note that the above result is obtained under the
realis c assump on of 1 − q < P(Tx > k | κk−1 ). Also note that the whole liability is discounted to
present me zero by discount factor hidden in S0 = e −rT ST .
The analy cal solu on provided in equa on ( . ) for the two-step Cost-of-Capital operator under
EIOPA is an alterna ve for the analy cal solu on of the one-period two-step Cost-of-Capital actuarial

value obtained earlier in equa on ( . ) and the me-consistent Cost-of-Capital two-step actuarial
value obtained in equa on ( . ).
With a similar method, the analy cal solu on for the two-step Standard-Devia on operator under
EIOPA direc ves can be obtained in a similar way as follows,
ΠEIOPA,Std
[ST 1Tx >T ] = e −rT EQ [ST | S0 ] ×
G0A
]
[
T
√
∑
[
]
[
]
EP 1{Tx >T } κ0 + β
e r (T −k) VarP 1{Tx >k} | κk−1
k=1

[
= S0 ×

T px

+β

T
∑

e

r (T −k)

]

( . )

√
px +k−1 (1 − px +k−1 ) .

k=1

where px +k−1 is the survival probability of an individual at age ``x + k − 1''' for one year later with
longevity informa on available on year ``k − 1'' in a T -year contract.

-

. Market-Consistent Pension Valua on
In this sec on we provide the market-consistent value of a typical policy called ``par cipa ng (i.e.
with proﬁt) contract''. This contract is a prac cally familiar form of the pension contracts that has
most of the main a ributes of the pension policies including: periodical credi ng of a policy interest
with a guaranteed rate, its link to ﬁnancial market. The payoﬀ will be a mixture of the pension reserve
and longevity risk that we aim to price it in a market-consistent way.
. . Payoﬀ and Dynamics of Pension Contract
We chose a well structured version of the product discussed by Grosen and Jorgensen [ ]. The
contract is, by construc on of the payoﬀ and credi ng mechanism, linked to Dutch pension payoﬀ.
The ﬁnancial part of the contract works under two main dynamics consist of assets and liabili es. At
me t = 0 a policyholder buys one unit of the contract with nominal value P0 for a single price V0 .
The insurance company invests the whole money in the ﬁnancial market and at the end of every year
t is commi ed to credit policy interest rate rP (t) that can not be less than a guaranteed rate rG . At
maturity me T , the policy ends by paying a single value PT to the policyholder. Let At be the market
value of the invested money and Pt be the Policy reserve or part of insurer's liability to the
policyholder. The diﬀerence Bt = At − Pt is called Bonus reserve. The value of the policy reserve is
then,
(
)
Pt = 1 + rP (t) × Pt−1
,
t = 1, 2, ..., T
( . )
∏
which is equivalent to calculate it by P0 as Pt = P0 ti=1 (1 + rP (t)).
Credi ng mechanism of the policy interest rate at each year t, is a func on of At , rG and the
management decision on the buﬀer ra o Bt /Pt . If the management determines a ``target buﬀer
ra o'' γ, in case Bt /Pt > γ, the fund will distribute a posi ve frac on α of the excessive amount of
buﬀer ra o on top of G in form of the policy interest rate.⁷ Considering the fact that normally at any
year t the fund management decides on rP (t) based on the state of the fund at previous year (i.e.
Pt−1 and Bt−1 ), the analy cal formula for rP (t) can be ⁸
{
(
)}
Bt−1
rP (t) = max rG , α
( . )
−γ
.
Pt−1
The equa on ( . ) will be updated as
(
{
(
)})
Bt−1
Pt = Pt−1 1 + max rG , α
−γ
Pt−1
(
{
(
)
})
At−1 − Pt−1
= Pt−1 1 + rG + max 0, α
− γ − rG
Pt−1

( . )

This mechanism features that the bonus interest rate is an op on element with strike value rG
whereas Pt is path-dependent process with respect to At , we can not ﬁnd an analy cal solu on for
the value.
The above mechanism is pre y similar to the typical Dutch pension contract where by rewri ng
( . ) as
(
{
(
)})
At−1
Pt = Pt−1 1 + max rG , α
− (1 + γ)
( . )
Pt−1
⁷α is called the ``distribu on ra o'' where by Grosen and Jorgensen [ ] its realis c value is around - %. They
referred to the usual value of γ to be around - %.
⁸By credi ng rP (t) at year t, we mean that the interest rate is credited for the period of (t − 1, t), is determined at
me t − 1.
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Figure : Simula on of the Asset Value At and Policy Reserve Pt of the Pension Contract. Parameter
set: S0 = P0 = 100, r = 4%, σS = 0.15, rG = 2%.
the index At−1 /Pt−1 is the well-known ``Funding Ra o'' of the pension fund and accordingly 1 + γ
can be called the target funding ra o. Furthermore, the credi ng mechanism and evolu on of the
fund value in ( . ) is a (very stylised) example of an ``Indexa on Ladder'' used in prac ce by Dutch
pension funds.
We assume that At , similar to St in Sec on , follows the GBM process under Black-Scholes se ng
and risk neutral probability measure Q.
Figure illustrate a simula on of ﬁve paths of market value of invested assets At and policy reserve
for a -years pension contract with guaranteed interest rate rG = 2%. It is clearly observable that
the above mechanism smooths the policy interest rate in the sense of having lower vola lity.
We add the actuarial risk of mortality/longevity to the above ﬁnancial se ng to get a mixed general
payoﬀ at me T that requires the policyholder to be alive to get the policy reserve PT . We assume
the longevity risk is modeled via Lee-carter model described in Subsec on with underlying process
κt . The general payoﬀ G is a func on of AT , PT and κT . Note that at maturity T , the value of PT
will be known by AT −1 and PT −1 . Therefore, we denote the payoﬀ in a shorter nota on only as a
func on of PT and κT as below:
G(PT , κT ) = PT × 1{Tx >T } .

( . )

The above payoﬀ represents a European style contract deﬁned based on the survival event of an
individual aged x only at maturity. This is chosen for the sake of simplicity to show the
implementa on. Of course, it is possible to extend the method for the contract with surrender op on
before maturity. Moreover, if instead of an individual, the fund gets started by a cohort Nx of people
aged x , the ﬁnal payoﬀ will be
G(PT , κT ) = PT × Nx (T ).
( . )

-
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Figure : Simula on of the Policy reserve Pt and Survival event 1{Tx >T } for an individual of age 50 for
maturity T = 20. Other Parameters: P0 = 100, r = 4%, σS = 0.15, rG = 2%.
Figure exhibits a simula on of simultaneous policy reserve and survival event 1{Tx >T } of an
individual with age x = 50, up to re rement age where T = 20 and with guaranteed interest rate
rG = 2%. The simula on is performed for
scenarios where in some of the scenarios the death
event shi s the evolu on of P − t from the le side of the graph to right side for which the payoﬀ
will be zero at age .
Although the above par cipa ng pension payoﬀs are by construc on diﬀerent than the unit-linked
contract discussed earlier, their form is pre y similar. Hence, with a slight adjustment, we can
implement the mechanism of the two-step actuarial valua on to obtain the market-consistent value
for the payoﬀ in equa on ( . ) for diﬀerent se ngs:
• One-period se ng: The one-period value of the contract at me 0 ≤ t < T can be
represented as
[
]
πt -period (PT , κT ) = EQ ΠP [PT × Nx (T ) | κt , PT ] κt , Pt .

( . )

Let Vt be the value of the ﬁnancial part of the pension contract. By using the risk-neutral
valua on of the con ngent payoﬀ under Q, the value of the European par cipa ng contract
(See [ ]) at t < T is,
Vt = EQ [e −r (T −t) PT |Pt ]
( . )
Note that, the policy reserve Pt is a path-dependent process. Hence, it is not possible to
provide an analy cal solu on for Vt . Accordingly, even if regardless of the prac cal feasibility,
we provide the con nuous- me limit of the price as the analy cal solu on for the pure actuarial
part, it will not be possible to give that for pension contract with mixed payoﬀ in ( . ) or ( . ).

The discounted mean of the m generated scenarios of Pi (T ) is suggested as the Monte Carlo
es ma on of the price at me zero as follows,
m
e −rT ∑
^
V0 =
Pi (T ).
m i=1

( . )

Besides, by independence assump on, with a similar mechanism established for the unit-linked
contract in equa on ( . ), the two-step actuarial valua on for the par cipa ng pension
contracts for diﬀerent se ngs can be factorized as
πt (PT , κT ) = Vt × ΠP [1{Tx >T } | κt ]

( . )

where Π is the actuarial operator. If we use the Standard-Devia on principle Πs to value the
actuarial part, then under the independence assump on in ( . ), the price of the par cipa ng
contract at me zero will be,
(
)
√ √
-period
π0
(PT , κT ) = V0 T px + β T T px (1 − T px )
( . )
• Time-Consistent (Mul -period) se ng: In a mul -period se ng, we apply the backward
itera on of the two-step actuarial valua on and we repeat the valua on on an annual basis
where ∆t = 1. Hence the price is me-consistent on a ﬁnite predictable points of me
t ∈ {0, 1, 2, ..., T − 1}. Based on equa on ( . ) the general formula on of the
me-consistent value of the contract at any me t is,
[ [ (
)
]
]
πtTC (PT , κT ) = EQ ΠP π Pt+1 , κt+1 κt , Pt+1 κt , Pt
with terminal condi on,
π(PT , κT ) = PT × 1{Tx >T } .

( . )

Under the independence assump on in equa on ( . ) we calculate V0 and me-consistent
ΠS separately, where the later is obtained via the backward itera on of the one-period
Standard-Devia on of the pure longevity risk over [0, T ]. With annual me-steps Dt = 1, we
can not provide any analy cal solu on for me-consistent actuarial value. However, out of any
prac cal feasibility, if ∆t → 0, then based on the results of Pelsser and Salahnejhad [ ] such
analy cal solu on was provided in Subsec on . . in equa on ( . ) where,
Πs,TC [1{Tx >T } | κ0 ] = T px S with adjusted κt process in equa on ( . ).
• Se ng under EIOPA direc ves: By equa on ( . a), the market consistent value of the
par cipa ng pension contract is
[
[
]
]
EIOPA
Q
EIOPA
PT × 1{Tx >T } κt , PT κt , Pt
πt (PT , κT ) = E Πt
( . )
where once again by the independence assump on in ( . ) and using the result of the EIOPA
Standard-Devia on operator in equa on ( . ), we have,
[
]
T
√
∑
e r (T −k) px +k−1 (1 − px +k−1 )
π0EIOPA (PT , κT ) = V0 T px + β
( . )
k=1

Note that the above results can be generalized to a cohort of Nx instead of an individual, by using
t px and Nx as the parameters of the binomial distribu on for Nx +t , for t ∈ {1, 2, ..., T }.

-

. . Numerical Implementa on
We present the result of the numerical implementa on to compute the value of the European
(without surrounding op on) par cipa ng pension contract with payoﬀ in equa on ( . ). To do so, we
use slightly the similar numerical scheme explained in Subsec on . . for the one-period and EIOPA
se ng and LSMC scheme in Subsec on . . for me-consistent se ng, to implement the simula on.
We deliver the actuarial Standard-Deviai on prices for the all three se ngs men oned in previous
subsec on as well as the condi onal expected value of the contract. First, in a one-period se ng, we
compare the actuarial value of the contract with the expected value to see the eﬀect of the risk
loading when the maturity of the contract increases. Then, we are interested to compare the
me-consistent and EIOPA actuarial value with the one-period price of the contract. We expect that
both comparisons show how the me-consistent and EIOPA price capture the eﬀect of the possible
changes of the underlying risk drivers during the long-term valua on period. As we are not able to
provide an analy cal price for this contract, the numerical comparison is needed to capture such an
eﬀect and obtain a realis c inference about the excess price (premium) necessary to fulﬁll the
so-called ``re-valua on'' requirement of the regulator. We will calculate the prices for diﬀerent
maturi es to study how the excess me-consistency premium of the price is aﬀected by the dura on
of the contract.
. . . Time-Consistent Pension Value
For the backward itera on of the of the LSMC method in mul -period se ng, we apply the inner and
outer steps of the regression model in the equa on ( . ) and ( . ) for PT instead of ST . There exist
numerous possibili es to choose the regressors and basis func ons in LSMC that can result in the
reasonable valua on. To be eﬃcient on the computa on speed, for T = 1, 2, ..., 30 in both inner and
outer steps, we reduce the number of the variables in the polynomial by the below transforma on:
Inner step:
Outer step:

ek,l (PT , κT −1 ) = PTk × [exp(−exp(κT −1 ))]l
ek,l (PT −1 , κT −1 ) =

PTk −1

× [exp(−exp(κT −1 ))]

( . a)
l

( . b)

where the polynomial basis is a crea ve mixture of of K = 3 degree for PT and L = 1 degree for κT
for k = 0, 1, 2, 3 and l = 0, 1.
To obtain a be er regression ﬁt, we used the payoﬀ made of the cohort Nx = 1000 in equa on
( . ) so that the response variable in the regressions (consist of the number of survivals) will not be
degenerated on the value zero, whereas using ( . ) will result in such a deﬁciency. We generate
n = 2000 scenario of the asset value AT and κT . For the policy reserve, we use the recursive scheme
in equa on ( . ) ending up with
scenarios of PT for all values of T , including the ﬁnal maturity
T = 30. For each maturity, we iterate each numerical scheme for N = 100 mes and report the
mean as the point es ma on of price and use standard error to build a 95% conﬁdence interval for
that.
Figure illustrates the numerical results of the market-consistent Standard-Devia on value
obtained for an individual with age x = 40 who may buy the par cipa ng contract with diﬀerent
maturi es T = 1, 2, ..., 30. Note that for each maturity, the result is obtained out of an annual
backward itera on of the two-step valua on along the valua on period. We set the target buﬀer ra o
as γ = 15% (i.e. target funding ra o, 1 + γ = 115%) and the distribu on ra o α = 50%. The rest of
the parameter set is as follows: A0 = 100, r = 4%, σA = 0.15, P0 = 100, B0 = 0, rG = 2%,
β = 0.03.
The value of the contract can be aﬀected by the policy of the pension fund on distribu on of the
bonus interest rate (and accordingly the accredi on mechanism) in the indexa on ladder. We capture
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Figure : Time-Consistent and Market-Consistent Standard-Devia on actuarial price of the European
par cipa ng pension contract over diﬀerent maturi esT = 1, 2, ..., 30 for a policyholder of age x =
40.
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Figure : Comparison of the Time-Consistent and Market-Consistent Standard-Devia on price under
diﬀerent funding policy scenarios for diﬀerent maturi es.
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this eﬀect by changing the level of the funding ra o, 1 + γ (or equivalently the target buﬀer ra o, γ),
and distribu on ra o, α.
We compare the me-consistent and market-consistent value of the contract with three combined
level of α and γ that represent three diﬀerent funding policy scenarios consist of:
• Precau onary policy, where we set α = 25% and γ = 30%,
• Moderate policy, where we set α = 50% and γ = 15%, and
• Liberal policy, where we set α = 75% and γ = 5%.
In the precau onary policy, for example, the fund management requires a rela vely high level of
funding ra o, 1 + γ = 130%, and only if that holds will distribute rela vely a low por on, α = 25%
of the extra buﬀer on top of the guaranteed rate rG = 2% as the bonus. The opposite happens with
the liberal policy. The rest of the parameters stay unchanged with respect to the previous graph.
The compara ve values are provided in Figure where the precau onary funding policy requires
lower risk premium and price comparing to the liberal and moderate policies. Looking into the
numbers, the me-consistent and market-consistent prices by the liberal policy, for a contract with
maturity of T = 15 years is roughly 25% higher than precau onary policy while for a contract with
T = 30 years this diﬀerence is around 34%.
. . . Comparison of the Diﬀerent Valua on Methods
We compare the market-consistent Standard-Devia on actuarial values for the par cipa ng pension
contract with four diﬀerent valua on methods:
• Time-consistent price,
• Price under EIOPA direc ves,
• One-period price and,
• The expected value of the discounted payoﬀ.
Figure demonstrate the graphical evolu on of the above-men oned values for diﬀerent
maturi es. The parameters are the same as those provided in Subsec on . . for the ``Moderate''
funding policy.
For a -years contract, the discounted expected value is around 91.7 × 103 , which is even lower
than the expected value of a -year contract (by 6.4%). The one-period Standard-Devia on price
spins around 97.5 × 103 where the actuarial risk loading is around 5.8 × 103 (6.3%). The EIOPA and
me-consistent prices are 106.43 (9.2% higher than the one-period) and 112.73 , respec vely, and
me-consistency risk premium is 13.5%.
All of the four diﬀerent valua on at me zero in Figure are aﬀected by three main factors consist
of: me to maturity, T , that is mostly reﬂected in the ``loading'' part of the price and increases the
price when it is longer; the discount factor, exp(−rT ), that decrease the price when T increases; and
the survival probability (longevity risk), T px , that basically has direct rela onship by the price but
decreases during maturity T , ending up with lower price. For a short-term contract, the eﬀect of
discoun ng and drop in the survival probability is higher than me to maturity and this result in a
drop in the price in the ﬁrst - years. In the middle-term contracts, the maturity highers the price
and dominate the eﬀect of the drop in survival probability and discoun ng. We can observe the fact
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Figure : Comparison of the Market-Consistent Standard-Devia on actuarial price and 95% conﬁdence
interval, calculated by three diﬀerent valua on method consist of: One-period, EIOPA direc ves and
Time-Consistent method for diﬀerent maturi es.
that, this dominance in Time-consistent and EIOPA values is more considerable. Finally in long-term
contracts, the discount factor dominates maturity and survival probability by decreasing the
long-term expected value and one-period price. However, in case of the me-consistent and EIOPA
price, the backward itera on and summa on of annual risk-loading calcula ons (see equa on ( . )
and ( . )), as an implicit factor, resonates with maturity and survival probability to neutralize the
eﬀect of discount factor and as a results, the price stays slightly increasing.
We also observe that the LSMC method used for me-consistent valua on produces much wider
conﬁdence interval than the one-period and EIOPA price which is calculated by a ﬁnite diﬀerence
interval method. The ﬁnite diﬀerence interval used in EIOPA and one-period valua on, calculates the
price through a mathema cal formula of the generated scenarios of underlying risk drivers, where the
source of the standard error is diﬀerence between con nuous- me distribu on and discrete one. In
LSMC method, we use the same discrete approxima on for scenario genera ng that brings the same
error as of the ﬁnite diﬀerence method. However, besides that, there is another error from residuals
of the regression between the price and the underlying risk drivers. Only if the regression rela onship
can explain the whole variability of the price by the underlying risk drivers (roughly saying R 2 ≃ 1),
we may have roughly same accuracy. This explains why, although by structure for a one-year contract
with payoﬀ age of x + T = 41 the price resulted by the three methods must be the same, LSMC
price is slightly diﬀerent. Note that, the accuracy of LSMC method depends on quality of the
regression and the choice of basis func ons and number of scenarios.
Also it worth to consider that for longer-term contracts, EIOPA price may fall in the 95% conﬁdence
interval of the me-consistent price. This may be interpreted via the fact that valua on under EIOPA
direc ves also partly use the extra varia on imposed from the middle- me informa on, while we
believe the me-consistent method use those informa on is a more structured and complete ways.

-

Last but not least, the me-consistency risk premium increases when maturity goes longer. The
numerical results show that for a -year contract, this extra premium is 5.8 × 103 (5.6% of the
price), while for a -year and -years contract it increase respec vely to 10.5 × 103 (9.5% of the
price) and 15.3 × 103 (13.5% of the price).This is due to diﬀerence in numerical technique that shows
a trivial diﬀerence in the result.
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